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Synchron Lab Automation attaches great importance to providing vocational training to committed people. After all, 

well-qualified staff are crucial to our work. We are seeking suitable young professionals who meet our company require-

ments and whose PERSONAL and PROFESSIONAL development we can support. Find out what Synchron can offer you!

PERSONAL SKILLSPERSONAL SKILLS

LANGUAGES LANGUAGES 
Although English is the official business correspondence language for many 

countries, it’s a big advantage to know other languages. Examples of the 
most required languages are German, French and Spanish.  

TeamworkTeamwork
Being able to work effectively with anyone with different skill sets, 

personalities, work styles or motivation level to achieve a better team 
result.

InterpersonalInterpersonal & Communication SkillsCommunication Skills
Being able to actively listen to others and articulate your ideas in writing 

and verbally to any audience in a way where you are heard and you achieve 
the goals you intended with that communication.  

TECHNICAL DOCUMENTATIONTECHNICAL DOCUMENTATION
NEN-training courses, technical documentation, CE marking etc. 

Synchron attaches great importance to providing vocational 
training to comitted young people. 

GENERAL LABORATORY SAFETYGENERAL LABORATORY SAFETY
Be prepared for your work in the laboratoy. Procedures and rules 

which to follow when working in any laboratory.

PRESENTATIONPRESENTATION
Effectively presenting your work results and ideas formally to an audience 
that captivates their attention, engage their input and motivates them to 

act in accordance to your desired outcome. 

Project ManagEment / PLANNINGProject ManagEment / PLANNING
Organization, planning and effectively implementing projects and tasks for 
yourself and others is a highly effective skill to have. Those who have strong 

organization skills know how to take a systematic approach to every task

Problem Solving / Conflict ManagmentProblem Solving / Conflict Managment
The ability to use creativity, reasoning, past experience, information and 

available resources to resolve issues is attractive because it saves everyone 
at the organization valuable time. 

TECHNICAL SKILLSTECHNICAL SKILLS
XYZ-Liquid Handling ROBOTXYZ-Liquid Handling ROBOT

Learn all about x-y-z movements and liquid handling. Flex-Span, 
Liquid Detection & Tracking, terms you will soon understand! 

Positioning and making methods on a robot are within your reach. 

Program the world’s most advanced robotic armProgram the world’s most advanced robotic arm
Programming a six axis robot will be a piece of cake after this training. 

Cutting edge technology, class leading products!

TECHNICAL INTEGRATIONTECHNICAL INTEGRATION
Get to know how easy it is to integrate 3rd party equipment in your 
automated robotic system. Both from hardware and software side.

Programming CProgramming C##
Learning C# provides a solid foundation in object-oriented programming 

knowledge, paves the way for learning other programming languages, and 
positions those who complete this course for a wide variety of in-demand 

computer programming jobs.  

Electro / IOElectro / IO
Electrical Engineering is crucial in almost every modern technology 
so also for our solutions. Your expertise in understanding I/O boxes 

will increase significantly.

3D CAD3D CAD
The exciting world of 3D CAD design software is clear knowledge after 

this course! Comprehensive 3D design solutions.

3D PRINTING3D PRINTING
Developing innovative ideas with 3d printing. Be able to use Rapid 

Prototyping to develop your ideas. Learn all bout it !

SERVICE TRAININGSERVICE TRAINING
Installing, maintaining and repairing of automated laboratory systems. Effectively 

manages assigned territory, including following up on service problem escalations.
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